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-1- Exchange of Experience  with Co-incidence 

Everybody sometimes experience Co-incidence.

*some of us became curious from the early Childfood

*Others realise these coincidences later in their lives 

Not everybody pays attentin BUT….by Exchange of 

Experience we are able to become attentive
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-2- Co-incidences are : 

-A- Combination of Happenings by Chance.

a) An expected Happening does not take place

b) An un-expected Happening takes place. 

-B- Mainly 2ways to approach such co-incidences.

c) Intuitive way with fast thinking

d) rational way with slow thinking

D.Kahneman (Nobel prise Winner) 

“Thinking fast & slow”



-3- Albert Einstein about intuition

I never  did my discoveries  through the  Process 

of  Rational way  of Thinking
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-4- Meaningful Co-incidences  

*Several Happenings take place in the same time.

In this way co-incidences becomes: Meaningful 

Most of the time we can find the Cause and 

Consequence in a Retrospective way
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-5- Synchronicity 

There is not always a Causal Connection.

Prof. Carl Jung : calls this phenomenon : Synchronicity.

He explains that there is sometimes a A-Causal or Non 

Causal Connection “We become aware that we are 

connected with greater Wholeness in universe”

(Prof.Dr John McGee calls this Interdependence)
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-6- Synchro Destiny

We can find a real Sense of this Connectedness in 

our own life. Deepak Chopra called this 

Phenomenon Synchro Destiny. He mentioned that 

this expresses awareness of a developing pattern in 

our lives.
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-7- Quote from Friedrich Schiller 

There are no-Incidences ; what we observe as just   

an accident, originates from the deepest source of  

the co-incidences



-8- Awareness of  Co-incidences e.g.

The learning process to be (come) more aware of Co-

incidences we found by  Dr.John McGee with Gentle 

Teaching and more specific with the Presence of our 

Tools
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-8’- In Summary:

*With Our Hands we could make physical Connection 

with other people

*With Our Eyes we can experience the mirror of the 

universe

*Our Presence we develop the Feeling of 

Companionship (we share)

And so much more….as  we all are able to experience
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-9- Using Tools we Tools we need Empathy 

With Mirror Neurons in our brains we develop this 

Empathy. 3 important Elements of Empathy are : 

-a- The possibility to feel what the order feels

-b- The understanding what another experiences

-c- This Feeling and Understanding could be the 

drive to take Action to support the other
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-9’- Quote of Dr. John McGee : 

Empathy is not a pity. It is the feeling of Being 

one with the other. It is a trying to understand 

why the other act in a particular way…
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-10- With these  Tools & Empathy we recognize 

Meaningful Co-incidences

This recognition we can stimulate by :

+ Reciprocity is mutual understanding of each other

+ Amazement the capability to experience each 

incident, with an open mind, as an unique 

Happening

+ Intuition ; mostly in a split second. Afterwards we 

evaluate that our lives become Meaningful ( make 

Sense ) with the involved people around us



-10’- Presentation of an Example of Co-

incidences and Synchronicity in my own life

After this I want to ask you to exchange Co-

incidences And/or Synchronicity in your own life 

with your neighbor ( sitting beside you ) within 

several minutes( Elevator pitch! ).
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-11- Quote from Albert Schweitzer  

Eventually all things fall into place. Until then laugh at 

the confusion. Live for the moments and know 

Everything happens for as reason ( my note : Meaning )
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